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Bates College
Big Apple And Hot Dogs Impress German Student

By Donald F. Williams '39

The traditional lunch of Fiske Dining Hall is not an impressive sight. The average student dines on limited menus, and the food is often short on variety. This year, however, students have been treated to a special treat — a meal featuring German dishes.

The German students, who are attending Bates as part of an exchange program, were given the opportunity to serve their countrymen and bring a taste of Germany to Bates. The menu consisted of traditional dishes such as schnitzel and bratwurst, served with a generous helping of hot dogs.

Special thanks to the German students who prepared and served the meal, making it a true treat for all who attended.

Student Enrollment Is Third Highest In History

Unique Program For Stu. G. Party

Mark Of 241 Falls Short

The Student Government committee, consisting of the presidents of each of the six academic departments, met recently to discuss the possibility of forming a special program for students. The result of their meeting was the formation of the Stu. G. Party, designed to bring students together in a fun and engaging environment.

The party will take place on October 11th, from 6.45 to 7.30, in the chapel. Attendees will enjoy a variety of activities, including games, music, and refreshments.

Prof. Berkelman Writs Articles

Robert G. Berkelman, one of the English department's most respected professors, has written a new article titled "Shakespearean Plays: An Interpretation of "The Tempest"". In the article, Berkelman explores the themes and significance of the play, providing new insights for students and scholars alike.

Prof. Berkelman has also written an article on the history of Bates College, titled "Bates: A History of Invention and Innovation". In this piece, Berkelman traces the college's history from its humble beginnings to its current status as a leading institution of higher education.

Freshman Week Termined Success

The annual Freshman Week, designed to welcome the new class to Bates, has come to a close. This year's event was a resounding success, with many new students expressing their appreciation for the welcoming environment provided by the college.

The week included a variety of activities, such as tours of the campus, orientation sessions, and social events, all aimed at helping students get to know one another and settle into their new lives at Bates.

Debating Season Gets Under Way

The Bates debating team has started the season off with a bang, winning their first two matches of the year. The team is composed of both upperclassmen and first-year students, providing a mix of experience and youthful energy.

The Bates team will face tough competition from other top colleges in the region, but they are ready to take on the challenge and prove themselves as a force to be reckoned with.

WCOU Features Garnet Artists

Bates radio station WCOU has featured several Garnet artists in recent weeks, providing students with a platform to showcase their talents. This week, the station interviewed a local artist about their latest work, which explores the theme of resilience.

The interview was broadcast on October 11th, and it is available for listening on the WCOU website. Stay tuned for more interviews with Garnet artists in the future.

Candelight Service In Chapel

The annual Candelight service was held in the chapel on October 10th, with a theme of "Lighting the Way". The service was a beautiful and uplifting experience, featuring music, readings, and the lighting of a large candle to symbolize the start of the new academic year.

The service was attended by students, faculty, and staff, all coming together to celebrate the beginning of a new academic season.
Two-Team Huddle

Two people are seated at the Bates Athletic Association meeting, discussing the possibility of organizing a two-team huddle. They are considering the benefits of such an arrangement, which could allow for a more efficient use of resources and provide opportunities for exchange and collaboration between teams. The discussion revolves around the practicalities of scheduling, logistics, and potential impact on team dynamics and community engagement.

Campus Camera...By Lea

On Finding The Boothby Home By One Who Knows

By Brooke Hamilton '40

Listen, all you would-be followers of Mark Twain, Robert Frost, and other poets are rained on with such arguments. The Boothby Farm is not lost to you, your task is only to find your way to it.

The final decision almost always favors the high school, with approximately 250 football fans attending the scholastic game and 150 coming to the Bates game. The original plan was to have the games on Garcelon Field. These customers are composed of people who have never attended college have the opportunity to witness but three football games, but desire to see a college game or two each season. With both the athletic associations of Bowdoin and Bates, it is a shrewd move, and would also supply local fans an opportunity to watch the games of their respective teams.

The Athletic Association might prove of financial value to both college and high school teams playing out of town on the same clay and same soil. When the full cast of characters is arranged, a written offer of $2.50 per year will be presented in aula at Thursday, Oct. 13, to the officers of the Drama Club, at which time the members are expected to vote on application for membership. Theatre Club, Messrs. Leon, MacFarlane, Estelba Rollins '39 and Robert Fuller will be given the task of expressing the opinion of the theatre's recent performance of "The Open Road".

It is a tried and tested plan; Bates will be given the task of expressing the opinion of the theatre's recent performance of "The Open Road".

The final decision almost always favors the high school, with approximately 250 football fans attending the scholastic game and 150 coming to Bates for games played in Lewiston on the same soil. When the full cast of characters is arranged, a written offer of $2.50 per year will be presented in aula at Thursday, Oct. 13, to the officers of the Drama Club, at which time the members are expected to vote on application for membership. The theatre Club, Messrs. Leon, MacFarlane, Estelba Rollins '39 and Robert Fuller will be given the task of expressing the opinion of the theatre's recent performance of "The Open Road".

The final decision almost always favors the high school, with approximately 250 football fans attending the scholastic game and 150 coming to Bates for games played in Lewiston on the same soil. When the full cast of characters is arranged, a written offer of $2.50 per year will be presented in aula at Thursday, Oct. 13, to the officers of the Drama Club, at which time the members are expected to vote on application for membership. The theatre Club, Messrs. Leon, MacFarlane, Estelba Rollins '39 and Robert Fuller will be given the task of expressing the opinion of the theatre's recent performance of "The Open Road".
Frosh Answer Football Call
Coach Back Spins Gets Large But Light Squad Of Bobkittens

Frosh eighteen freshman answered Coach Back's call to tryout for the Bobkittens. The Bobkittens are made up of the Frosh eighteen freshman and are being coached by Coach Back. The Frosh eighteen team is made up of the best Frosh eighteen boys and is expected to do well this year.

Four tryout has been set up for Coach Back's Frosh eighteen team. Mary Varnes, a sharp eyewitness of the Frosh eighteen team, will be assigned to help do the Frosh eighteen team.

First In Style
First In Performance
First in the Hearts of College Students

First of all, the Frosh eighteen team is the best team in the college. The Frosh eighteen team is made up of the best Frosh eighteen boys and is expected to do well this year. The Frosh eighteen team is the best team in the college and is expected to do well this year.
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President Gray Addresses Chapel

"Because there was a leader who was

servant of others and who loved his

people in the same way Jesus loved

them—this university grew and

thrive.

Dr. Gray recalled that the

school was founded in 1856 and

had its first classes in 1860. He

reminded the audience that the

school's purpose has always been to

provide a quality education for its

students.

"The college has always

remained true to its traditions and

values," Dr. Gray said. "It is our

duty to continue to honor those

values in the future.

Dr. Gray also spoke about the

importance of community service

and giving back to the world.

"We must always remember that

our success is not just about us,

but also about the impact we can

make on others," he said.

Finally, Dr. Gray encouraged the

audience to support each other and

work together to achieve common

goals.

"We are stronger when we work

together," he said. "Let us all

continue to support each other

and work towards a brighter future

for Bates College."